
THE TOP RESUME TEMPLATES FOR THE BUSINESS PROFESSIONAL

Summary: Are you looking for a strong resume template? Consider using one of the templates presented in this article for your next version.

Writing a resume comes easy for some and not so easy for others. It is one of the most important documents you will create in your lifetime because it will
help you obtain a job, or two, or three. Resumes need to be presentable and attractive to employers so they do not immediately toss them in the trash. We
have put together a list of the best resume templates for business professionals in this post.

The Basic Resume

The basic resume, also known as the traditional resume, is the most common resume template used today. Employers love seeing basic resumes on their
desks because they are to read and get right to the point. Check out some of the basic resume examples below:
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A Little Bit of Color

There is nothing wrong with adding a little bit of color to your resume either. Color in your resume will make it pop a little bit and stand out from the rest of
the crowd. The resumes in this category will come in the middle of basic templates and ultra-creative templates. Check out the resume templates with color
below:
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Bold Headings

Resumes with bold headings will also get you noticed more than the basic resume template. The bold heading should include your name in large, bold print
and then have your contact information underneath it. Check out the bold templates below:
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Graphic Templates

Depending on the type of job for which you are applying, graphics might not be a bad thing on your resume. For example, if you are a designer, graphics on
your resume are welcome. If you are a writer, refrain from using graphics. Here are some common graphic resume templates:
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